This brilliantly concise book is a classic introduction to Marx’s key work, Capital. In print now for over a quarter of a century, and previously translated into many languages, the new edition has been fully revised and updated, making it an ideal modern introduction to one of the most important texts in political economy.
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‘This expert guide to the political economy of Capital has always been the very best available. ... It is thoroughly recommended.’ David Harvey, author of Limits to Capital and The Condition of Postmodernity

‘[This] new edition of Marx’s Capital is the best edition yet. It ... has no equal as an introduction to Capital for undergraduate students.’ Professor Michael A. Lebowitz, Simon Fraser University, Canada

‘This fourth edition is much more than an updating of its predecessors: its coverage is more comprehensive and sophisticated and the book provides very useful guides to key debates and further reading’ Professor Simon Clarke, University of Warwick

‘Marx’s Capital is an admirably clear explanation of complex ideas, which has the rare virtue of saying something important to economists while being accessible to non-specialist readers. It also does a very good job of showing the urgent relevance of Capital today.’ Ellen Meiksins Wood, author of The Empire of Capital (2003) and The Origin of Capitalism (2002)

‘The new edition ... should be the definitive introduction for the next twenty years.’ Professor John Weeks, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London